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The Tech-Bubble House is a speculation 
on the far future living environment, 
where material technology will have de-
veloped in extreme levels in order to allow 
adaptation based on information collected 
either from the human body or another 
physical or digital source. 
The digital world in a faster pace than ever 
is trying to replace the physical in most of  
the leisure activities and learning process-
es. While, it can be predicted that the 
humans will be using digital technologies 
in order to acquire any kind of  informa-
tion or data, there will be occuring the ob-
solescence of  the psysical sources(books).   
It is known that that humans learn easier 
and more efficient through experiences. 
Since in the future, knowledge will be pro-
vided from digital platforms, there will be 
smart materials where depending on the 
content of  a source they will be adapting 
accordinlgy in order to give a more expe-
riential environment to the user. As a 
result the human will be provided with  
knowledge through an optimal learning 
process, since will be immersed in his 
physical adaptable environment. 

The Vision and The Aim



Human enters the Tech Bubble House 
(with fingerprints)

Human enters the bubble material

Bubble adjustment to the human body Human attempts to sit, bubble adjusts 
to provide comfortable seating space

Temperature Bubble adjustment  

Human touches the bubble with two 
hands and it adusts to create a screen

Light Bubble adjustment  

Activities Selection

Experiential Immersive Book

Experiential Immersive Lecture

Experiential Immersive Movie

Audio Book and Screen Book play

Bubble adjusts based on the book content 
in order to provide the right atmosphere

Passive Learning through experien-
tial content

Sensors & Meters

Intersection Physical & Digital 
Environment

Combinatory Learning

Experiential Learning

Input

Output

Level/Angle of  Experience

Third Person Experience (observer)

Second Person Experience (another role)

First Person Experience (protagonist)

Intelligent Learning Environment for one Person
Diagram 1



Human(s) enters the Tech Bubble House 
(with fingerprints)

Human(s) enters the bubble material

Bubble adjustment to the amount of  
users

Human(s) attempts to sit, bubble adjusts 
to provide comfortable seating space

Temperature Bubble adjustment  

Human touches the bubble with two 
hands and it adusts to create a screen

Light Bubble adjustment  

Activities Selection

Experiential Immersive Book

Experiential Immersive Lecture

Experiential Immersive Movie

Audio Book and Screen Book play

Bubble adjusts based on the book content 
in order to provide the right atmosphere

Passive Learning through experien-
tial content

Sensors & Meters

Intersection Physical & Digital 
Environment

Combinatory Learning

Experiential Learning

Input

Output

Person A: Level/Angle of  Experience

Third Person Experience (observer)

Second Person Experience (another role)

First Person Experience (protagonist)

Intelligent Learning Environment for Multi-User
Diagram 2

Users Counting

Spatial adjustment  

Person B: Level/Angle of  Experience

Available Option 2

Available Option 1



Inspiration Material Speculation

Inspiration for the tech-bubble house design 
was the recent publisdhed book from MVRDV: 
Barba: Life in the Fully Adaptable Environ-
ment.  Nanotechnology will be changing the 
way we build and inhabit buildings and cities 
in our future.
 
‘Imagine a new substance that could be steered 
and altered in real time. Imagine creating a 
flexible material that could change its shape, 
that could shrink and expand, that could do 
almost anything.’ Winy Maas

Possible Material Qualities - Form Qualities

- Elastics
- Inflatables
- Pneumatic Structures
- Foam and Air
- Membranes
- Bubbles
- Ballons
- Shape Memory Alloys
- Wax


